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Abstract: A large area imaging Cherenkov telescope MACE is being setup at Hanle, a high altitude astronomical site in
North India. The telescope will deploy a 21m diameter tracking light collector made up of diamond turned aluminium
mirrors developed indigenously. The telescope will have the capability of quick pointing to monitor gamma-ray bursts.
The imaging camera will comprise a compact array of 1088 photomultiplier tube based pixels arranged in a triangular
pitch of 55mm corresponding to a pixel size of 0.125o. The manufacturing of the mechanical structure of the telescope is
at an advanced stage while the modular signal processing electronics and the data acquisition system is being prototyped.
The telescope is expected to see first light in early 2013. Operating at a trigger threshold of around 20 GeV the telescope
will complement the MAGIC and VERITAS telescopes in exploring the VHE Northern sky.
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1 Introduction

The detection of about 1500 gamma-ray sources at ener-
gies above 100 MeV by Fermi/GLAST telescope strongly
suggests that there is a bright chance of detecting a signifi-
cant number of these sources ( particularly those which do
not show a signature of steepening or cut off up to 10’s of
GeV), if the threshold energy of ground based telescopes
is lowered to ∼ 20 GeV [1]. Although the space borne
telescope Fermi/GLAST can detect gamma-rays up to an
energy of 300 GeV, the capability of the telescope beyond
10’s of GeV energy range is quite limited because of its
limited detection area. This puts a serious constrain on
the use of this instrument for performing detailed temporal
and spectral studies of highly variable gamma-ray sources
like blazars and gamma-ray bursts, which have variability
time scales of 10’s of minutes and 1ms to 1000 s, respec-
tively. Exploring the gamma-ray sky in the 10’s of GeV
energy range with low threshold ground based atmospheric
Cherenkov imaging telescopes is thus a very promising re-
search area. Understanding the nature of pulsars and tens
of yet unidentified Fermi/GLAST gamma-ray sources are
some of the other justifications for setting up ground based
telescopes in the 10’s of GeV energy range.
The atmospheric Cherenkov technique has been used ex-
tensively to explore the Very High Energy gamma-ray sky
and has led to the discovery of more than a hundred galactic
and extragalactic objects in the TeV energy range [2]. Most
of these detections are at energies above 100 GeV while

the energy range of 10-100 GeV is still largely unexplored.
The HIGRO (Himalayan Gamma-Ray Observatory) col-
laboration formed by the BARC, TIFR and IIA is setting
up a large area Cherenkov telescope MACE (Major Atmo-
spheric Cherenkov Experiment) at Hanle, a high altitude
astronomical site in North India to address this hitherto un-
explored energy band. Figure 1 shows the schematic view
of the MACE telescope. Hanle (32.8oN, 78.9oE, 4200m
asl) is a high altitude cold desert in the Himalayas which
offers an average of about 260 uniformly distributed spec-
troscopic nights per year leading to a good year round sky
coverage for source observations[3]. It will also extend the
longitudinal coverage of the atmospheric Cherenkov tele-
scopes of the Northern hemisphere. Located closer to the
shower maximum the Cherenkov photon density at Hanle
is a factor of 2.5-3 more than at Mt. Abu (1300 m asl)
where the TACTIC gamma-ray telescope [4] has been op-
erating. The MACE telescope will use the advantages of
the high altitude of Hanle and the large light collector area
to bring down its trigger threshold to about 20 GeV.

2 Simulation Studies

Detailed simulations are being carried out with the COR-
SIKA code (version 6.735) [5] to understand the expected
performance of the MACE telescope. A data-base of 1 mil-
lion each for gamma-ray, proton, electron and alpha show-
ers in the energy range 1GeV to 1TeV, 10 GeV to 10 TeV,
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the MACE low threshold en-
ergy gamma-ray telescope to be installed at Hanle India.
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Figure 2: Differential rates obtained using the CORSIKA
based simulations of γ, electron, proton and α initiated
showers for the Hanle altitude.

5GeV- 10 TeV and 100GeV- 10TeV respectively has been
generated so far. The showers have been generated with an
impact parameter of 0-320m and at a zenith angles of 5o,
10o, 20o and 40o.
In Figure 2, we show the differential rates obtained using
the CORSIKA based simulations of γ, electron, proton and
α initiated showers for the Hanle altitude. The Peak in
the differential rate plot indicates the energy threshold for
the corresponding progenitor achievable at the Hanle alti-
tude with the 21 meter light collector diameter. The results
obtained so far suggest that by using a Nearest Neighbor
Quadruplet trigger with a single pixel threshold of ≥ 5pe,
gamma ray threshold of ∼ 20 GeV is achievable with the

Progenitor Triggered rate(Hz) Energy threshold (GeV)
γ 11.86 20.0
proton 818.8 130.0
α 137.7 660.0
electron 27.0 37.13

Table 1: Values of trigger rates and energy thresholds ob-
tained from CORSIKA based simulation studies of various
progenitors are shown in this table.

Figure 3: Photograph of 4 diamond turned spherical alu-
minium honeycomb mirrors fixed on the mirror panel dur-
ing their alignment and optical quality testing in Mumbai.

MACE telescope. These simulation results have been tab-
ulated in Table 1.
Necessary sensitivity calculations , especially at < 80GeV
energy, are still in progress to assess the potential of
the MACE telescope for investigating various steady
and episodic gamma-ray emissions from various sources.
Knowing that the stereoscopic approach allows a superior
rejection of the hadronic showers, and more importantly
suppression of local muon events, the possibility of aug-
mentation to a stereo- MACE using 2 telescopes is also be-
ing investigated.

3 Space frame and light collector design

The MACE telescope will deploy a tracking light collec-
tor of 25m focal length and 21m diameter made up of 356
mirror panels of 984 mm x 984 mm size fixed at a pitch
of 1000mm on a mild steel space frame fabricated using
the rod and knot concept. 4 diamond turned spherical alu-
minium honeycomb mirrors will be fixed and aligned in
such a manner on each of the mirror panels that the panel
functions as a single spherical mirror. An assembled mir-
ror panel with four mirror facets and the central alignment
laser is shown in Figure 3.
The radius of curvature (RoC) of the mirror panels will vary
from 25047 to 26160 mm from the centre of the light col-
lector to its periphery. The variation in the RoC of the mir-
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rors will help in minimizing the on-axis spotsize of the light
collector. Each individual mirror panel will be mounted on
the space frame using a 3-point support mechanism which
has linear actuators with single and double ball joints cou-
pled to it. These actuators with a linear travel of ± 20mm
can be used to align the mirror panels to generate a single
on axis spot of < 20mm diameter on the focal plane located
at a distance of 25m from the centre of the light collector.
The space frame is held by an Adelaide structure with 6
wheels of 60cm diameter which move on a 100mm wide
flat track of 27m diameter. 4 of the 6 wheels have elaborate
gear mechanisms and drive systems coupled to them while
2 wheels function as idlers.
The mechanical structure is designed to ensure enough load
on the drive wheels to prevent slippage. The drive system
is designed to have an option of quick pointing in any di-
rection in the sky within a maximum duration of 60 sec-
onds. The drive system is capable of achieving pointing
and tracking accuracy of better than 1 arc-min at wind
speeds of up to 30Km/hour. At higher wind speeds the
telescope will be stowed at a safe position.

4 Camera and data acquisition system

The telescope will deploy a 1088 photomultiplier tube
based imaging camera at its focal plane with a pixel resolu-
tion of 0.125o and the field of view of 4o. The 38mm diam-
eter photomultipliers (ETE make 9117 WSB) will be pro-
vided with hexagonal front aluminized plastic light concen-
trators for enhancing their light collection efficiency. The
camera is designed in a modular manner with 68 modules
of 16 channels each. As shown in Figure 4, each individ-
ual 16 channel module has its signal processing electron-
ics, first level trigger generation logic and signal digitiza-
tion circuitry built into it. An analog switched capacitor
array DRS-4 developed by PSI, Switzerland will be used
as an analog ring sampler operating at 1GSPS for continu-
ous digitization of the photomultiplier signals. In order to
ensure a wide dynamic range each photomultiplier signal
is simultaneously amplified by a low gain and a high gain
factor. To reduce the volume of data, 1 GHz digitized infor-
mation is stored only for those channels which have been
triggered while the integrated charge content is stored for
the other channels.

5 Implementation status

The fabrication of the 155 ton mechanical structure is at
an advanced stage at the manufacturers premises in Hyder-
abad in South India and is expected to be completed by the
end of 2011. The various mechanical sub systems will be
trial assembled at the manufacturing facility to ensure their
complete fitment. It is planned to install about 100 mirror
panels on the assembled structure and test the mirror align-
ment hardware and software before shifting the telescope
to the high altitude site at Hanle. The camera electron-

Figure 4: Photograph of a 16 channel MACE camera mod-
ule which will house 16 PMTs and their signal processing
electronics.

Figure 5: Photograph of the MACE site at Hanle India.
It shows the civil works of the control room and MACE
foundation. The 7-element HAGAR telescope array is seen
in the background.

ics is presently at a prototyping stage. The signal process-
ing and data acquisition electronics will be tested and op-
timized for 64 channels before mass manufacturing which
is also likely to commence by the year end. After elaborate
testing in Hyderabad the telescope will be dismantled and
transported to Hanle where installation and commissioning
work can commence by the middle of 2012. Figure 5 shows
the present status of the civil works related to the telescope
foundation and control room at Hanle.

6 Conclusions

The fabrication of various mechanical sub-systems and
camera electronics modules of the MACE telescope is at
an advanced stage. The telescope is expected to be installed
and commissioned at the high altitude astronomical site at
Hanle by the middle of 2012. After detailed engineering
trials the telescope first light is expected in early 2013.
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